




"1 have always been Interested in nature, it's part of my life, ,.
commented A.J. Boersma, the Dordt COllege gardener. His
job involves taking care of the flowers and trees on campus.
Mr. Roersma has worked here part time since the college
started, supervising the landscaping while he was principal of
Sioux Center C1lristian grade school. He began working full
time five years ago.
"I start planting on May 15 each year and continue until early
June. I take care of the plants: weeding, watering, and so un-
til they die with the first ·frost. "
Next year the arrangements will look basically the same ex-
cept for an addition of a tulip bed. "When 1 start a new bed I
don't make a planon paper, "added Boersma, '''1 just do it by
ear, so to speak." All the plants are started inthe greenhouse
and then brought outside and planted in the flower beds.
Al 0n g with caring for the flowers, Boersma keeps a large
garden east of the gym, and is supervisor of maintenance for
the library and student union building ..
Boersma's hobby, which also deals with nature, is bird-
watching. He takes care of the nine Purple Martin houses on
campus. "This summer, there were 50 pairs of Purple Mar-
tin's in the houses. It is rare to have that many in one spot,"
he ex pIa i ned. He also has placed Bluebird boxes along the
Sioux and Rock rivers.
The frost has hit, and most of Boersma's flowers are pulled
out for another winter. So. it's back to the drawing board in
the greenhouse.
Marlyee Vander Pol gives red tal
The Docdt College Music De-
partmentwill p-resent Marlyce
Vander Pol in a senior recital
November 16, 8:00 p.m., in
the Sioux Center First Chris-
tian Reformed Church.
Selection will include tw 0
chorale preludes by Buxtehude,
"Variations on Verrl Creator"
by Durufle, "Litanies" byAlain
and Bach's"Prelude'in Fugue
in C Major."
Marlyce has studied organ
under Rudi Zuiderveld and Joan
Ringerwole.
Her performance will follow
with a reception in the church
basement.
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Brouwer to discuss physical science
Wytze Brouwer,' a physics
professor at the University of
Alberta in Edmonton, will
speak at Dordt on Nov. 17 and
18.
Brouwer has studied at the
University of Alberta where
he received his Master's De-
gree in math and a doctorate
in theoretical physics. In ad-
dition' he did post-doctorate
studyand research at the Mu-
nicipal University of Amster-
dam in Holland.
At present , he is on his sab-
batical leave from the U of A
'for one year, studying at the
University ofWestern Ontario
in London.
Brouwer has done a great
deal of study in the areas of
the "History and nature of the
physical sciences in the per-
spective of the Christian."
His two public lectures will
deal with these topics.
After spending a few days
getting to know Dordt and the
people of Sioux Center,
by Clarence Witten
Brouwer will present his first
lecture onWednesday, Nov. 17.
Hewill deal with "Religion and
the rise of science. "
Lecture #two on Thursday
will give insight into "Provi-
dence; chance and the laws of
nature." Both publrc lectures
will be presented in C 160 at
7:30.
Besides leading chapel on
Thursday morning, he will al-
so lecture in science classes
Wednesday and Thursday.
Ranily Matthews to perform at
Northwestern
Saturday, November 6, is-a
goodnight to remember if you.
are one of the 'many students
at Dordt interested in Chris-
ti an contemportary m us i Co
Randy Matthews, one. of the
mor\~ popular writer-perfor-
mers of rock music, will be
giving a concert at the North-
western College Auditorium
in Orange City at 7:00 with a
$2.50 admission charge.
Those who listen to KDCR's
"Illumination" may have heard
him perform the much -re-
quested "Didn't He?" and oth -
er selections. He is a very
strongperformerandis known
to hold the-attention of his au-
dience.
Randy has been performing
and writing music since 1968.
Rock was just off its. feet in
the 60' s and Randy grew, as
an artist, rig ..t along with it.
He started cold, with very lit-
tle contact with the gospel-
rock musicians that were al-
ready started on the West
Coast.
Back in the heart of the
Ozarks, Randy developed his
own unique style, mixing the
mountain spirit with a good
steady rock beat and always
trying to put a real Christian
message into every song. The
outcome has proved to be very
appealing.
He is also a very interesting
and accomplished story-tel-
ler. His life has been full of
events thathe just loves to re-
late to people, mixing his
stories and song.
As he"says, "I believe peo-
ple should have a good time,
but there are a lot of things
that nobody' s talking about.
In my concerts, I try to take
by Fred Vreeman
my audience through every
motion posstble ;." Randy says
he would rather have people
stunned by the reality of the
Truth than clapping wildly for
his song.
Randy Will be performing
Saturday night with very little
instrumentation, relying







(guest editorial by Cec Van Niejenhuis)
There is something that troubles me, and I think should trouble all of us.
So let's talk about it awhile. Have you ever wondered why most sports are
dealt with in terms of 'statistics ? You've noticed, of course, that win-loss
:?-gures, scorin¥statistics, andall sorts of trivia are of primary importance
in today's sportmgworld. After all, the first question you ask about a sport-
ing event is this: "Whowon?" "What was the score?" ... and other similar
queries.
• I'm referring, then, to the reduction of sports and athletics to quantity,
to numbers and n3;mes. We ne,,:,erseem to worry too much about the quality
of play, but we simply deal With all the statistics, especially with whether
we won or not. This showed up very clearly in a recent class where, I'm
told 95%ofthestudents stated that they wo uld rather win while playing poor-
ly than lose despite having played very well. What does this mean?
...if the proof is in such a statistical
pudding, we should
try to erase it from the menu.
Well, reducing sports to a statistical game takes away from the real beauty
of athletics. What we see is this: sports in terms of power struggles, in
terms of opposition between us and them, and ultimately the "us" becomes
associatedwithgood, and "them"isequatedwithevil. Because winning, then,
is good, it must be attained as a primary goal, and then we can see trow,
statistically, this is so very connected.
Our' belief in the infallibility of statistics, numbers, cold hard facts, goes
hand in hand with our emphasis on winning. Bylooking at these so-called
facts, we then decide the success or failure of both teams and individuals __
andifwedon'twant to decide, well at least we'll be well informed. I'm try-
ing to suggest here, that we may easily be under a strong positivistic influ-
ence, and if the proof is, in such a statistical pudding, we should try to
erase it from the menu. Well, what about an alternative?
. The first thing to do is put quality! not quantity at the top of our priority
ltst. Howwell dowe perform the various skills individually and as a team?
Implied is the recognition that wemust be in good 'physical condition to do so.
Let's move away from quantification, i.e. playing for ourselves or our team
or our fans in terms of what it will look like on paper. That's not important.
Playing for quality implies that you're not opposed to other teams or players
but you're busy with them. This is an important distinction, and if taken to
heart, puts a different light on statistics. Statistics are often helpful but
they are not the sole judge of performance.
There are all kinds of other things we could mention as well, but we 'II
leave that to you. Do some thinking about sports with respect to your own
life and the life of the community. Are we reducing athletics to personal
glory and vanity? Is it more important to win than to play well or does
winning mean that you have played well? There are countless more ques-
tions. Think about it. We must be careful not to live as though the spiri-
tual antithesis divides the win -Ioss column, or the points for and against
column. For some people it does.
_Diamond--...
The Diamond is ~blished by students at Dordt College. These students are
part of a wider Christian communitY which looks to Jesus Christ as the
Truth ".We are. s?,iving to develop journalism which proclaims the lordship
of ChrIst: IndlVl~ual .opinions will vary .bur we hope that the communication
of these Ideas WIll stimulate growth in the Christian comrnunj rv,
WRITERS: Su.eBulthuis, e.di.tor, Mar] De Bnryn, Sally Kuipers, Ruth Meirna , Kelly
TI.en, Jane Tuirringa , Sue Van Hotwegen, Dorann Williams, Clarence
WI.tten, Rena Va.nder Dussen, Cec Van Niejenhuis, sports editor, Gorde
Vheg, Peter Buisman
TYPISTS: Nelly Hazeu, editor, Bonnie Abma , Sandra Elgersma, Wiena Groenewold,
Joyce Haasdyk, Dorenda RODS,Joyce Tjarks, Jane Tuininga, Mary-Ann
Van Noord
LAYOUT WORKERS: Myra Ekdom , editor, Charlie Claus, liz EsselInk, Dave
Croenenboom , Wiena Groenewold, Stan Kruis, Doreen Prins,
Wendy Stienstra, Jane Tuininga
ARTISTS: Charlie Claus, Liz Esselink, Gerald Folkeru, Jan Van Milligan
TREASURER: Hal Alsum
ADYISORS: Jack Vaden Berg, Mike Vanden Bosch















Last summer I was paging through a farm weekly magaz tne when I came
across an editorial about far-right religious groups. The editorial mentioned
the Amish, the Hutterites, a few similar groups, and the Christian Reformed
Church, I didn't quite know how to take this. It almost seemed an honor tobe
included with groups that took their religion so seriously that they turned
their backs on the American Way of Life and the cult of progress .
Toobadtheeditorwaswrong. Hemust not have been to Grand Rapids lately.
If he had he wouldn't have included us with the small farming communities
tliat oppose the technolization of life. I'm not saying that we should imitate
the Amis.h, even though there is something attractive about their life-style.
The Amish see something most of us "Chr isttan Reformed" people don't.
Theyhaven't identified the Kingdom Vision with the American Dream. Oh, the
CRC is conservative all right;someone told me that the Dutch make up the
most conservative ethnic group in America. But are they trying to conserve
the right things? Instead of being a dynamic force in society wehave-allowed
ourselves to be associated with those who simply Want to maintain the status
quo, a large part of which is the free enterprise system.
Butthe CRC is hardly a monolith. Someone once divided it into three main
groups: the dogmatists, the piettsts, and the neo- Kuyperians. The dogmatists
~re the ultra-conservatives; to them systematic theology is the queen of the
sciences, and Adam Smith said the last word when it comes to economics.
The dogmatists have turned off the "Young People, "so pietists and neo-
Kuyperians try to bring us back into the ford. .
The pietists are essentially anti -intellectual, they appeal to our emotions,
they stress love and compassion, which is good, but not enough to live on.
The young intellectual turns instead to the neo-Kuyperians. The good neo-
Kuyperian is rational, if not rationalistic. He is convinced that once he fig-
ures out what the state is, and what the school is and how everything else
fits into the modality scale, then the world's problems will be solved. He
says with Herman Dooyeweerd that meaning is being before the face C1f God
but he fine's that his own ltfe has meaning only when he is working. He feels
guilty whenhe takes an hour off. When things don't go well he says. like the
horseinAnimal Farm, "1will work harder." He attacks the fundamentalists
for having a duahstlc view of man, and then ignores every aspect of his own
life except the analytical. At Dordt this has begun to wear thin. Pietism
seems to be taking up the slack. Is pietism the answer? I have a gut feel-
ing that it isn't. .
So where does this leave the CRC? Will it go the route of so many other
denominations? I don't know. The usual conclusion is to call for discussion
of the problems so wecan work out a solution. But the triteness of that hides
what strikes me as an almost implicit rationalism. We are redeemed men,
but we are still men, and having our presuppositions straight does not give
us heightened analytical powers. Whenwe try to analyze everything we are
miser",ble. The lack of joy at Dordt would be shocking if we weren't so
used to cynicism. Our thinking may re 'correct but we are not living truth-
fully. . "
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Blankespoor d~scussesDordt's direction
Edward Blankespoor , pastor of the Calvary Christ-
ian Reformed Church in Orange City, is also the
president of the Board of Trustees of Dordt College,
In that posltton, he not orily chairs the meetings,
sets the agenda, and sees that the policies of the
board are processed, buthe also acts as " a spokes-"
man, representing the administration to the board
or representing the decision of the board to the
constituency, the president of the college and the
students. "Heconsented to an interview J so we asked
him some questions about the direction of Dordt.
DIAMOND: What do you see as Dordt's future di-
rection?
BLANKESPOOR: It's difficult to come down on spe-
cifics.. The struggle about the basic perspective 9f
Dordt College took place two or three years ago,
At that point there was an internal struggle within
the faculty, within the constituency and even within
the board O}l the direction of Dordt College. As a
result of that struggle and positions taken in the
midst of that struggle, Dordt's general direction is
pretty well set.
Weoperate basically out of a Kuyperian world and
life view, expressed inour statement of purpose.
which is presently being revised. But, the main
thrust of the statement will not be revised, and
within that basic thrust we begin to ask questions
about what we can do.
DIAMOND: Will there be any structunal changes in
Dordts curriculum in the future?
BLANKESrobR: Dordtwill always be a liberal arts
school, but I think one of the most signifi.cam
changes' will be an increasing emphasis on career
orientation. For example, we're looking for a man in
agri -business , It will be a theoretical course, and
yet it will be practically designed for the student
who wants to go into agri -business ,
As far as the board is concerned. there are so
"I think now Dordt's challenge
is to take that perspective and
try it out in our society."
many factors involved that go into expanding a cur-
.riculum. The basic question is; what can Dordt do
with the limited resources available? Do you have
the personnel available? Do you have the financial
resources available? What about the student-fac-
ulty Ioad t s It's not simply a matter of saying,
"Let's expand the curriculum, " and then going a-
head and doing it. All these factors enter in.
.DIAMOND: Do you see any future changes in the
curriculum structure regarding the relationship be-
tween curricular and extra -curricular studies?
BLANKESPOOR: I'm not aware of any except for in
the music department where you get credit for
participating in choir and band that you never used
to have. It was strictly extra -curricular, at your
own convenience. but now that's been changed.
DIAMOND: We realize that we're isolated here in
northwest Iowa. What are some of the things ·we
can do to correct the problems caused by that iso-
lation?
BLANKESPOOR: I think it depends on how you look
at Dordt College and some of the challenges facing
it. Many see the primary challenge facing Dordt as
theoretically articulating a Reformed world and life
view - and that is important. Most of Dordr 's ef-
forts' up to now have been channelled in that area.
For example, you even notice it in public 'relation
releases in the back of the Banner: 'Come to Do.rdt ,
the college with a kingdom perspective. '
I think now Dordt's challenge is to take that per-
spective and try it out in our society. The princi-
ples always have to be thrown against the hard wall
of reality to test their genuineness and to give them
an earthly groundwork So they don't become paper
fabrications, out of touch with modern reality.
This concerns me because with Dordt's location
by DoraJm WWiams,
it's easy to become Ivory-towe rish. For example,
the whole problem of labor unions. Sioux Center
has none that I know of because it isn't really an
industrial situation there.
Then, Dordt interviewed a lawyer from Pennsyl-
vania who worked for a labor union and wanted to
teach Political Science. One of the things that real-
ly perplexed him was that if he came here he 'd be
totally removed from the environment where he'd
spent his whole life. So I agree that Dordt is tso-
Iated.
Butthere are things that can be'done to bring re-
presentatives and spokesmen from other areas to
Dordt. Youcould get people from the ghetto in Chi -
cago .to represent their position and it would be
healthy to get someone representing labor to corne
on campus.
There -are social issues right in our area thatwe
shouldn't overlook. One is the matter of agriculture;
Dordt could really do something in terms of the
world hunger problem. Here we are in the middle
of the bread-basket of the U. S. A social Issue
right on our back step is the Indian issue. Weore
right next to it in Sioux "City or Mason Nebraska or
photal by Roy Hoogerhyde
South Dakota. It's a critical issue and we should
deal with it. •
One of the things I'd like to see for Dordt to do is
historical research in Calvinism, to figure out how
the Calvtrustic influence has come to expression in
America. In the early 1900's the Christian Ref-
ormed Church first became exposed to ~eri·can.
society, and at that time there were basically three
way';;,to approach it. One was the Pietist tracution;
to take the Bible and more or less withdraw from
society. Another way was the Separatist Cal vtnist
"Dordt could really do
something in'terms of the
world hunger problem. Here
we are in the middle of the
bread-basket of the U.S."
way, and the last was the American Calvinist way.•
In the early 1900's they tried the Separatist Calvin-
Ist waywith separate political parties, labor unions,
etc., So that method was tried. Biit it failed.
NowDordt's main focus is the Kuyperian Calvin-
1st position but in a way ttat particularly stresses
the structural antithesis and communal activity,
whether it's in labor unions, politics, or education
A burden lies on Dordt to make that theoretical ab-
stract work in reality because of our history in tbe.
Chrtstian Reformed Church, and because m an y
Christian Reformed people feel that the Calvinist
approach is separate labor unions, separate polit-
ical parties and so on; separation from any part of
the American scene. That's why I'm So concerned
that Dordt keep in touch with where we're at.
I wish that there could be more direct contact be-
tween students and the Board, and ideally there
should be. But there's something about a Board so
that it has to be somewhat objective. It does hap-
pen ona lot of college campuses that there are in-
ternal differences or differences between admini-
stration and students and then you can both come to
the Board for a final decision. This is where th e
buck finally stops.
Diamond page four
Workingmanto man, serving the least of the least in
-Tacoma, Washington
Recently a 19-year old boy in a Washtngtqn state prison hung
himself in his cell. He had been waiting for over two months
for One to One to find him a Chrtsttan friend:
"He even told Elmer Biggerstaff, my associate, that he was
open to the Gospel," said Carl Foss, director of One to One.
"The problem is that most Christians have a very low regard.
for the prisoner. Very few are even willing to pray for them. "
One to One, of Tacoma, Washington, is a Chrfstian mission
serving prisoners in seven institutions throughout Washington.
Through One to One's coordination, 700 Christians regularly
visit a prisoner.
"Rightnowwe have a,pproxitnately400 fatherless men, women,
and children who are waiting for Christians who are filled with
the Spirit and love of God to come and visit and write letters to family situations. According to Carl, 9ver90% of all prisoners,
them. 1besewhoare on our waiting list have not been solicited· and 9996of those who ask One to One for a friend, never had a
by us." The prisoners volunteer for the program. They simply good relationship with their father. seeing the lpvebetween·
Want a friend. members of a family is helpful to these prisoners.
Carl spends much of his time speaking to Christian groups, Follow up is one of the most important aspects of the One to
trying-to get more Christians to visit prisoners. "... it is dif- One program. Besides visiting the prisoner regularly, the
'ficult to find people whose heart is really in this work, "ex- sponsor is expected to meet the prisoner at the time of his -re-
plained Carl. "This seems strange to me because we know lease, and, if possible, help him find a job. Having a friend
that at least one third of the prisoners find Christ as their per- greatly 'helps a prisoner to keep from falling back into a life Of
sonal Savior if theyare visited by Christians who, demonstrate crime.
the fruits of the Spirit. " "Prayer is one of the chief cornerstones 'of r:Usministry, "
Unlike many other prison visitation programs, One to One is Carl said. "Specific prayer enables us to see specific answers
a:distinctively Christian mission. Only Chrisfians are allowed which enables us to glorIfy God much more because we know He
to become sponsors (those who visit prisoners), and all gov-
ernment fundingis refused, even though much has been offered.
"We want God to receive all the glory for bringing prisoners
out of a very dark and depraved background into His light, "
Carl explained.
According to Merle Alexander, the last director of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons, "Whenever penal reform has taken place in
the history of the world it has been done by Christians." "Noth-
ing less than this kind of love [the' agape' love of Christ] will
truly set the prisoner free and make society safe again, .t 'said
Carl, explaining their policy of only allowing Christians to par-
ticipate.
95%ofOne to One's sponsors include their family in the visit-
ing. The, prisons have pleasant vistting rooms, and children
can be brought too. "It isn't the looking-through-barbed-
wire-mesh type of thing, It Carl pointed out. One reason for in-
cluding the whole family is that most inmates come from bad
will answer according to His Word when we pray according to'
His- will.· .. I know of no whiter harvest field than the prison.
It has been long overdo for reaping. Godsays, 'I set the prisoner
-------- free,' but He waits for our prayers because He wants to re-
cei ve all the glory. "
One 00 One's primary purpose is not in changing the perul1
system, although Carl does see changes that need to be made:
"I believe that putting prisoners far away from the community
is like burying our heads in the sand. But I beleive the right
.kind of change won't come about until we get enough Christians
In; support of the one-to-one concept that Jesusso powerfully
promoted in Matthew 25. " .•
Carl also sees changes that need to be made in the church:
"The church should seek more to be a blessing than to get
blessed .... If the church was doing its job there would be no
need for a project like One to One." Carl is a member of the
.Chrtsrian Reformed Clwrch and receives much financial sup-
port from CRWRC and local CR congregation's. Sponsors come
from quite a wide variety of denominations, and Carl feels this
-Is one of the program strengths.
Experience with prisoners on a one to one basis is essential
for anyone wanting to work with prisoners as a career, ac-
cording to Carl. For prison work such as counseling, a college
degree in the Social Sciences (preferably Criminology) is re-
qutred, Carl would also like to see more college students in-
volved in one to one visi tation of prisoners, especially to the
younger offenders. ,
One who sees Carl's passion for prisoners and desire to get
Christians to befriend them might wonder what motivates him.
Jesus' command in Matthew 25:34-45 for us to serve "the
least" has a lot to do with it, "I believe the prisoner could be
considered as the least of the least in the estimation of men ...
If a person is an ex-convict, he is always looked down upon by
the rest of soc i e t y , Many ha ve told me that they are only
worth 'being lined up and shoLdown.' They are truly father-
less in their affliction. " .
"Whenever penal reform has taken
place in the history of the world it
has been done by Christians."
".f the church was doing its job





by Vern Van Hofwegen
Solem says they've never spent more than 13%of their bud-
get for treatment such as the classroom and vocational train-
ing. The prisoner can spend part of his time in the huge gym ,
tennis court or baseball field. "The M-2.guys really help too,"
Solem commented, "They have their own way of just being
there to listen, using common sense. And their price is right,
.we've got all these men counselling for nothing. Our coun-
selor's case load is high, and the inmates are compenag for
attention, but once they've got an M-2 man, they've got him
for keeps. "
Does the rehabilitation approach work? "People really get
down on us when someone comes out of here and commits an-
other crime," Solem said, "Suddenly, they're wondering why
we didn't rehabilitate him in six months. We used to reply,
'Well, look, your schools and your society and your home had
bim for 19 years and all you did was get him into the pen!' But
we found those arguments were counter-productive. We just
have to tighten our belts and try to get him the next time around
You can't keep score. If you did, you'd pack it up. You gotta
keep working. "
Solem feels that the small size is an advantage. "We have
much less of a jungle than a place like Stillwater where they
had 19deaths lastvear. They're forced into wa'rebouedna. And
most ofthe guys here are from 20-30 years old. They're going
through a phase. Most of them will turn out alright.
The rate of those returning to the penitentiary (from Sioux
Falls or some other prison) is 6%, the lowest of any state fl<'ni-
tentiary. It was 21% before the M-'2 program started. Pro-
portionally, the South Dakota State Penitentiary also has the
bighest number of M-2.
Solemsaidthat "Rehabilitation in the prison is not a very pop-
uiarterm. When they hear the term, they right away think
they're 100%bad, they think they need a complete turn around.
That's usually not true. They need some help, and if they want
Whensomeone comes into the prison, he's placed in what the it, they'll get it here."
prisoners call the "fishtank." Acounselor works in this orien- WhatwouldHerm Solem do about the problems in the big pri-
tation and classification area to determine each individual's sons? "People have said that you can't work with prisoners un-
program. A prisoner can choose between four possible class - less youhave less than 1, 000. Iknowthat helps, but we're never
room Courses or seven individualized vocational training going to get rid of prisons until we reestablish the family as a
'courses. Some take two or-three courses. A few are working, viable entity. If you start teaching the kids right away what a
on correspondence courses from the University of.South Dako- family is, how it's supposed to work, and if you give them the
tao The program is suited for each man. love they need, they'll know where they stand. 80%of the pee-
Some people will still lump all the men together under the ple in this joint come from broken homes.
term "cons." You can't do that. They're all individuals, and "OnlyChristians know what this means. We haven't begun to
since we're small enough to treat them as such, weIre going to see all the implications our belief has. "
do it.
'Most of the kids we get hate School," Solem stated, "because
there's nothing in school they liked. They failed in school. In
a traditional classroom setting, they don't like to display their
ignorance, yet they.need the inter-personal relationships that
a class provides, so we keep our courses relatively easy with
plenty of possible discussion. "
One of the options is a social studies course to keep them up
ontheworldbeyondthecellbars. Another is the psychologist's'
group therapy. For those who don't know how to beat what
Solem calls "the school system loaded in favor of kids with a
higb IQ, II the admtni st.rarion set up a skills course, It includes
the skills efreading, memorizing, scanning, and concentrating.
"We have guys in here that go to school to find out what a book
is, " Solem commented.
Vocational training includes auto mechanics, auto body repair
and painting, small engines, welding, upholstery, graphic arts
and culinary arts.
Due to employer's stipulations, Solem encourages every in-
mate to get the equivalent of a high school diploma. "if you're.
an ex -con and have no diploma, that's a double hurdle to jump
over," Solem stated. "Once in a while a lad will come in and
absolutely refuse to take any training at all. So we humor him
and place bim on laundry duty or something. Before long, he's
thinkingit might be nice to b2:t an educaLon." The prison also
works with several employment offices after the prisoner is
released. The M-2men, however, have helped to find most of
the jobs.
s eyes -Sioux Falls, South DakotaThere's along, cement hall in the basement of the South Dako-ta State Penitentiary in Sioux Falls. A camera and several
bright lights face you as you walk towards a sliding door made
photos by DaveGroenenboomof bars. Suddenly it jerks open. After you hesitantly walk
through, it loudly slams behind you.
... '\ A voice asks you to leave your coat on the table as you ap-
I proach two more doors. They open, one at a time, making
\ sure you know you're inside. The room is large, with a fire
place and dark wall panelling. Every conception of the "con-
.vict" is wiped away. There are men surrounded by children,
sharing' the thrills of fatherhood with the prisoner at the next
table. There is a baby crying, wbile the 19-year -old father
tries to relax the child he can see only three times a week"
The wife stares at the wall. \ There is laughing, hugging, deep
discussion. Meanwhile, the eyes of the guard always remain
in the small window on the side.
496 men live in the stone structure. Herm Solem got a one-
to-one program (called M-2) started here three years ago. He
got the idea from Carl Foss in Tacoma, Washington. He also
feels that Christians have a big mission in the prison. in the
past .three years, 500 men from South Dakota, Minnesota and
Iowahave come to the basement visiting room to listen to a man
who wanted somebody on the outside as a friend.
Now, Herm Solem has a bigger job. He's the warden. H€
stayed in his second floor office until 6:15 to talk to us about
his "joint." He said there is a "national trend in corrections
to gohard line. People want prisons to just warehouse the guy,
incarnate him. I guess you'd say we're still naive enough to
tbink we can salvage guys. In fact, we're moving exactly oppo-





Dealing wfth structures and members.of the Kingdom
Reformation Rally speaker Louis Tamminga has al-
ready been in t rod u c e d here nine times. So you
must have heard of him. preferably you heard
him. On the afternoon before his last lecture, we
asked him a few more questions.
DIAMOND:We talk a lot about the Kingdom, about
structures in society. Will the Kingdom fully come
to bear when we have changed the structures?
TAMMINGA: Stuctures always have two sides to
them. On the one hand, they often de t e r min e a
certain course we take, certain customs, policies,
and the way of doing things. On the other hand,
structures are always determined by people, and
the closer these people are to Christ and the Word
of their Lord, and the more insight they have as
to how to live the Word of God in society, the more
obedient they are, you see, and the more they will
use the structures to the glory of God's name.
" ...if that kind of piety would..
undergird our Christian social
outreach, it would be a thing
of Christian beauty and of
genuineness."
The Kingdom of-God is not perfectly here. So we
have to instruct one another, stimulate one another,
be examples to one another to really live a child-
like, h 0 ne s r, sincere Chr'i stian life. And if that
kind ct piety would undergird our Chr istian social
outreach, it w a u Id be a thing of Chr lstian beauty.
and of g e nu i ne ne s s , The opposite is also true
w tere very fine Christian frameworks and struc-
tures and organizations beg a n to dwindle and be-
come secular because the people that move in these
structures became less pious. They became ca-
reer oriented, and they became cold theoriticians.
DIAMOND: Wha t shall we do within the present
structure?
TAMMINGA: We can reform them. Structures are
only scaffoldings within which we live. say, th e
Godly life. They themselves are not the Kingdom.
The Kingdom is always where people corne to the
actual expression of obedience. So we want to build
up structures in the world which are servants to the
nation, which are conducive to act u a I Kingdom
deeds.
As OIristians helping other Christians, we want
to find out how to look at society, study it, prophet-
ically analyze and understand it and test the spirits.
Secondly, we must find out how we can, in the
simplicity of faith, but; nevertheless, with under-
standing-in that faith (and that takes a lot of exper>
tise ), ... howwe can best live the mind of Chr Isr,
how we can be a blessing, how we can be obedient
to the Lord Jesus OIrist. In and through the acts of
obedience, the K'ingdom of Heaven would then light
up among us.
DiAMOND:As people involved in academics, people
who look at the structures around us, what can we
do to help our fellow Cltristians in labor, in politics,
tnall of society, who are caught up in the present
system? What can we do to help avoid a "world flight"
mentality, thus making the Kingdom a very present
thing for them?
TAM~llNGA: First, people who have understanding
of those structures should come together to share
experiences, and encourage one another to still hang
on to the Lord. Secondly, WJ2 COuldhelp these people
understand sec~larism and humanism that is running





Weshould begin in our hearts by personal Chris- rampant in these structures. We must help each
tian obedience, a concern for the world, and love other to be armed against it so to be able to resist
for the Lord. And then we should also try to oreate it. Thirdly, we could deepen their understanding and
some frameworks. Structures are indispensible to courage so thattheywould begin to fight some of the
this world. Butthey will never fully be ideal because features in humanistic structures of which they are
of sin. Our aim is that as a citizen of the country, a part.
for example, politically, we would like to function It is important that we form a ClIristian mind.
as nearly Christian, selfless and Codly and helpful Being born again in Christ does not automatically
and responstbts fJ.~ we pos~~~lY.C:8;~~.'.:, .'. , <: :,:.<.:>:~.e.a~~:~o.:r:'7:~~t;tP'~"/th~~.l Und~!;~}q.'1q'r~f:U~~~~P?-
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logical functioning of a child. So Christians ou
to say, "Let's learn from one another. Let's a
someone who has made detailed studies of the ps
chological development of the child. " Christ
should study God's creation and realize some of
'norms.
Good information has to be brought within rea
of our people. We should have some lecturer-s w
would talk. with farmers about the implications
farming and its place in the economy and the na
of the work in the light of the Bible. We need a dee
ening of interest and an opening of vision. It is
important that the C1lristian leaders stimulate fell
Christians to be prophetic, to read stuff, to size
data, to test the spirits of the day. That's what Pa
bids Christians to do.
H the historical reality is such that the Christi
community has no Christian vehicle, no. Christia
awareness and therefore does not really sense
ClIristian calling, and that's very much a reality
the moment, then we ought to take steps accordingl
The Christian community ought to direct its energi
and resources toward the formation of leadership.
•
DIAMOND:Without being intellectualistic or prea
ing offthe pulpit, how can we get other Chrfstia
excited about living the Christian lifestyle?
TAMMINGA: That is hasically the work ofthe Hoi
Spirit- -who will use the human effort and faithful
ness. We must also show the Otristian farmer
working man and professional man how it Is to II
the Christian way.. We ought to challenge him
word and deed, and the Lord, we hope, will bles
it. We trust that.
Itmight be that the work must come more than
word of mouth. It must also corne in deed and s
we even take somebody's hand, so to speak, and lea
him, for example, to the laying of bricks and th
writing of a constitution and the hiring of teacher
in setting up a Christian school organization .. An
then the person will say, "Hey, yeh, that's right
Nowthat you show it to me, I understand more wha
you meant by the spoken word of God •• ,
DIAMOND: Inour academic community, how shoul
a student balance his studies with everything els
around him? I
TAMMINGA: I would imagine that as a student yo
would want to constantly be in touch with life as mu
as you can (not be abstract). You would Want to de-
velop good, meaningful relationships with other stu-
dents, to develop a mind that is open to others. Y
would want to listen to others, and so, learn fr
others. That's a rich, rewarding thing.
On the other hand, there ought to be somewhat
a modesty as to what could be accomplished
college. A college student never ought to take him
self too seriously. College is a time, four years,
where you are not yet really involved in society for
you can still, in your own thinking and feeling an
Observation, afford to be somewhat distant from i
all so that you can experiment a little bit, so tha
you can say, "Well, O. K., this is one posttton, I
and then get all excited about it. But you must als
say, this Is., not for keeps yet," (to avoid th
extremes of the 50's and 60's). There oughtto





oDeath and Dying, E. Kubler- Ross, NY:Macmilliao
b. Co. $1. 75)
estions and Answers on Death and Dying, E.
ler-Ross. NY, Macmillian Pub. Co. 171 pgs ,
.50)
ath; the Final Stage of Growth, E. Kubler- Ross,
.j.: Prentice Hall Inc. 167 pgs , $2.95)
"Wemay achieve peace--our inner peace as well
peace between nations - - by fs ctng and accepting
reality of our own death. v. Such is a statement
ade by Elizabeth Kubler- Ross, a psychiatrist and
leader and authority on death. Ross has written
ee books on the subject: "On Death and Dying"
969), "Questions and Answer s on Death and Dying"
975)and "Death, the Final Stage of Growth" (1975).
all three of her books she indicates that death pro-
.dying is becornlng more
nd more lonely, mechanical
nd dehumanized as our
ciety advances.
des the key to human existance: An acceptance of'
ath will bring us peace in this life. 1 will briefly
itique ea~h of her books. .
"00 Death and Dying" is an account of an expertment
oducted by Ross, in which she attempted to find
t what the terminally ill have to teach us about
lng, Her experiment turned out to be meaningful
d instructive. The book includes much dialogue
Ith dytng.parients, and it reveals a lot about the anx-
ties, fears and hopes involved with dying.
Shetakes a very brief look at the changes that have
en place in the last few decades--changes (she
loks) that are responsible for the increased fear of
ath, the rising number of emotional problems, and
e. greater need for understanding and coping with
e problems of death and dying, She realizes that
eofour biggest problems is that dying (along with
verythingelse) is becoming more and more lonely,
echanical anddehumanized as our society advanc-
. Our society is putting more and more emphasis
1.Q. tests and class standing than on simple mat-
rs of tact, perceptiveness andgood taste in theman-
ement of suffer ing , I believe that Ross is correct
her diagnosis of society, but she does not see the
oblem as a result of man's turning from God and
oss) is blind to the ultimate
ause of the problems
goinghis ownway. She is blind to the ultimate cause
ofthe problems she notices, as well as their ultimate
solution.
Ross feels that dying patients are being treated
more and more like things rather than as persons.
Patients may be crying for rest, peace and dignity,
but get infusions, transfusions, heart machines and
fr ant i c , topnotch medical service instead. She
thinksthis must stop. It is high time we take more
time to consider the whole patient. Ross is once
againcorrect inher diagnosis, but she does not real-
ize that Orristians are the only ones with a true basis
for this type of altruistic behavior. She fails to real-
Ize that the reason why patients have the right to be
heard and treated with dignity is because they too
are created in the image of God.
If death is a big problem in our own life and if it
Is frightening, horrible and.taboo to talk about, Ross
wonders how we can expect to calmly and helpfully
face it with a patient. We cannot truly achieve the
peace we all look for, she believes, as long as we
do oat face and accept the reality of our own death.
Our society ought to think more in terms of death,
:qtamond page seven
by Vicki Veenstra
In her third book,"Death; the Final Stage of Growth, "
Ross shows how, through an acceptance of our fi-
niteness, we Cangrow, for death provides the key
to the meaning of human cxistance. She feels that
death .offer s each of us a chance to discover life's
true meaning by coming to terms with death as a
part of human development. She shows this by offering
a spectrum of viewpoints from ministers to rabbi to
doctors and nurses to sociologists to those near
death to those who survived.
and we should initiate our children to the reality
and "naturalness" of death. The fact of death should
be 'faced, not denied.
That is why it is so important, I believe, for
Christians to have a thor ough understanding of who
they are in Christ before they can expect to be ef-
fectiveworkers in other people's lives. Only through
living dialogue between man and God, and man and
man, can the authentic person be relieved, reached
and helped.
A non- Christian social worker, doctor or nurse
can certainly help people's "wounds" by bandaging
them up. This is good, but still does not get' at the
root of the problem. Sometimes, bandaging is all
we can do. The Chr lattan worker has a true basis
outorwhich to work. O1rist is the healIng power
for the whole man.
Since Ross views death as a natural, inevitable thing,
she feels it ought to be talked about openly with dying
patients, too. While we look at death as something
abnormal.and uglys idue to the fall, we can also help
people prepare for it beyond the preparation which
Ross' proposes. Death itself is not a finality, but a
..door. While she mentions "religion," she feels (at
least in this book) that it"is of little importance in
facing death.
The second book, "Questions andAnswers onDeath
and Dying", written six years later, consists entirely
of questions people have asked about death. It also
includes Ross' replies. The book is fascinating, and
there is such a wide variety of questions and answers
that it is difficult to summarize. There were, how-
ever, two very interesting attitudes which she held
while answering questions.
Ross found that "religious" people accepted death
more easily than "non-religious" people. But they
accepted it 0WY when they were authentic and had
internalized t eir faith. It is interesting that she
should stumble upon this truth in her studies.
Secondly, she reveals something very interesting
about herself.
Q. "Inall your research ondeath, what is your per-
sonal belief on what happens after death?"
A. "Before I started working with dying patients, 1
did not believe in a life after death. I now believe
In a life after death, beyond the shadow of a doubt. "
Shealso reveals that before she started working with
dying patients, she did not consider herself a "re-
ligious" -individual. But now she considers herself
"much more religious. "
...now she considers herself
"much more religious."
'It is in this book that Ross honestly portrays her
present feelings about "religion." S1e is very per-
ceptive about man's directionality in life and the
core of a person's life that has to do with his/her
"religious commitment ... In fact, she gives us three
levels Ofreligious commitment which are 'essential
to us in times of personal transformation: -
1) Who Am I?
2) To what do 1 commit myself?
3) Inwhat way will 1live out my commitment in life?
She seems so close to the truth, and she has an
understanding beyondmost non- Christians as to what
religious commitment Is. She is still looking at things
from a humanistic point of view, where man is .seen
as the center of power, where man's own acceptance
of death is what transforms his own heart.
As you can see, Elizabeth Ross' thought has changed
a lot since she started working with and talking to
dying patients. It is encouraging to see the work she
has done andthe conclusions she has drawn. We can
only pray that she will, in her continuing search find
the Truth as it exists in Jesus Christ.
"The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as
some understand slowness. He is patient with you,
not wanting anyon-eto perish, but everyone to come
to repentance. " 11Peter 3:9
photo by Dave GroeueDbOOlll




Anyone interested or invol v-
ed in writing should seriously
consider attending the CMA
workshop on November 12 and
13 at Mt. Marty College in
Yankton, South Dakota. Stu-
dents may submit their own
creative and/or journalistic
writing. Several instructors
will critique the wcrks.
Journalism professor Vanden
Bosch feels this is a good op-
portunity for students to 'get
their writings, critiqued by
someone other than a Dordt
faculty member. If a student
doesn 'twant to submit anything,
he may still go along to listen
.to the critiquing.
The Chicago Metropolitan
Center representative will be
available to discuss the pro-
gram with students on Wed. ,
Oct. 10, at 9:00 a. m. in the
SUBlounge.
Senior Bob VanderPol Whois
currently involved in the CMC
feels, "tt is an excellent prac-
tical application ofwhat you 've
learned in school and a good
background experience for de-
terminingyour career orienta-
tion." .
The CMC offers college
students from Calvin, Central,
Dordt, Hope, Northwestern
and Trinity the opportunity to
work one semester in a job of
their choice. In addition to
working three or four days a
week, students take courses
in Metropolitan Issues, Social
'Research, Humanities in the
City, Fine Arts in the City or
Values Perspectives.
Students- als 0 findthefr own
apartment or horne to live in.
Robert DeHaan, director of
the CMC, feels that this en-
abIes them to become "thor-
oughly familiar with Some af
the problems and opportunities
that are found in one of our
nation-s major urban centers. "
**********
The pri ce of coffee in the
SUB coffeeshop has spiraled
up to 15¢, as most coffee-
drinkers realize.
Mike Cassidy said this is due
to the fact that coffee every-
where has hiked up from 77¢ a
pound last year to $2.05 this
year. He also stated that the
coffeeshop is making no pro-
'fit. "We're here for a service
to the students, not as high-
way robbers. "
-Casstdy also predicted a
possible 20¢ cup of coffee if'
the current price fails to cov -
er expenses.. But there is "no




Monday, November 15 has
bee n set as the deadline for
literary entries for Fine Arts.
Stu den t s are encouraged to
sub mit poetry r.nd fiction to
Mr. Cook's office. Judge for
this year'scontest.is Ann
Struthers, a poet from Cedar The Fine Arts Trio of Drake University will perform
FaIls, Iowa, who will appear trios by Brahms, Beethoven and Walter Piston, a 20th century composer, at 8
on campus December 2. and 3. Friday, November 5, in the Te Paske Theatre.
She will hold seminars on po- The trio members, violinist Wilfred Bief , celltst john Ehrlich and pianist GI!
etry and fiction, in addition to Katz, all teach at Drake. Individually they have performed around the wo
reading from her Ownwork. receiving outstanding reviews. '
Dordt" College's Music Department is sponsoring the free concert in cooperaIn submitting material, stu- with the Iowa Arts Comc.il.
dents are requested to double r -1
space all manuscripts and to
provide two copies of all en-
tries.
**********
********** To perform at Te Paske
The Club, Our Brother's
Keepers, organized a Work-a-
than inOctober in which inter-
ested students volunteered to
do yard and garden work, house
work and other odd jobs around
the community.
The 55 members raised a
total $450 which will go to the





replaces Fri. Nov.s -8:00 pv m , Fine Arts String Trio, TI!Paske Theatre
Soccer PlayoffsStreisand Mankato Speech Tournament , Mankato
by Steve Huisken State Untverstty, Minn.
Th 1970 "AM Sat. Nov. 6 Soccer Playoffs
e western, art Mankato Sf>l!echTournament
Caned Horse, fI will trot a- -6:30 & 9:00 p, m, Film:"A Man Calfed Horse", CI60
cz'oss the Dordt film screen -7:90 p.m. Randy Matthews Concert, NW Audito
on Saturday, Nov. 6, at 6:30 -7:30 p.m. Hope Haven Benefit Basketball Night,
and 9:00 p. m. in the C 160 Mon. Nov.8 -7:00 p-m , Brother's Keepers Fillm"ThI! First Days
Theatre. life", C160
A h ki deni f th Wl!d. Nov.l0 -7:00 pvm , Phi Kappa Sigma, CZ17s oc ing epiction 0 e ThuIS.'Nov. 11 \ Fine Arts Festival
noble savagery of the Sioux Fri. Nov. 12 Fine Arts Festival
Indian, "A Man Called Horse" -8,00 p.m, Trave loguer "Adventure In Columbtao,
pioneers a series of similar Sat. Nov. 13 -2:00 p.m. Hockey vsSioux City at Sioux City
Indian westerns ("Little Big -7:30 ps m , J. V. Scrimmage, Gym
Man" and "SoldierBlue") Mon. Nov. 15, -7:30p.m. Pre-Sl!mClublbsinessmel!ting
which strive for authenticity. -8:00 p.m, Spl!aker: Roger De Stigti!r, "Church and
The 1825 capture of a porn- World Hunger", C118
Tues. Nov. 1>6 -8:00 pvm , Marlyce Vander POIrecital, First Ch
pous English aristocrat, his Reformed Church, Sioux Centi!r
initiation into the tribe and;' Wl!d. Nov. 17 -7:30 p.m. Brouwer ll!cture: "Religion and thi! RUe
their eventual respect for him of Science," Cl60
is illustrated. with blatant vio- -7:30 p.m. Boy's Basketball at Briar Cliff
lence and misery. Thurs. Noy. 18 -7:30p.m. Brower lecture: "Providence, Chance and
Contrasted to the traditional the laws of Nature", Cl60
Fri. No~. 19 -7:30 p.m. Boy's Basketball vs BelleVUI! at Dordt
western stereotype, "Horse". Sat. Nov. 20 -6:30 & 9:00 p. m. Film: lIPlaytiml!t~, CI60strives for authenticity with- L :...- ..;._...;.; ...
outbeingdatingly sympathetic.
Even the romance between the
Englis!J,man and a striking
Sioux beauty is plaUSibly
touching.
The vivid realism achieved
by director S11verstein may
be partially due to technical
consultation with Sioux author-
ity and novelist Frederick
Manfred. SOfie critics even
suggest that, "Horse" plagia-
rizes the works of Manfred.
"AMan Called Horse," due
to an unclear shuffle, Will
substil:)lte for "The Way We
Were." An undisclosed
Streisand fanatic says she will
beat the blasphemer wit!J. a
rubber Streisand schnoz if she
ever finds out who said, "The'
only good Streisand flick is a
'dead Streisand flick. "
by Pete Buisman
Another season begins. Oc-
tober Ii marked this beginning
as the varsity and junior var-
sity baskethall teams began a
two week period of condition-
ing to meet the demands of the
game. The varsity team has
changed somewhat due to the
fact that three of last year's
starters are no longer here at
Dordt. This is not a discour-
aging fact however because the
team really appears to be quite
strong. There is more height
on the team this year and there-
fore a Slower game of basket-
ball will be one of the changes
from last year.
The practice schedule has
also been changed 'this year to
enable players participating in
Concert Choir, Band or Cho-
rale to come out for the team.
The women's baskethall team
may now practice more often
at a decent time. The practice
schedule is now Monday,
Thursday, and Friday from
4:00-6:00 and Tuesday and
Wednesday from'5:30-7:30.
The first game of the year
will be played on November 17
against Briar Cliff. This is an
away game whereas the first
home game will be played No-
vember 19 against Bellevue.
Is it a bird••.
Whill!observing minor planet Hidalgo
lastThursday evening, profl!u>rRichard
Hodgson saw a faint, rapidly moving
objl!ct pass through thl! sky. Moving
from Wl!stto east at a rate of fiftel!n
. degrees pl!r hour, the objl!ct was-1S00
. times fainter than thl! faintest object
visibll! to the naked eye.
This object could bl! a pOssible
undiscovered minor planet. Hodgson
fl!lt it was not_a satellite bl!causl! it
appeared in the area of thl! earth's
shadow where satellites are not visible
The object also did not vary in bright-
ness as satellites do.
Hodgsoncalled Brian Marsdl!nof thl!
Smithsonian astrophysical observatory
to chl!ck-if anyone else has sel!n it.
BecauSl! no one has, Hodgson felt if
thiswere a tiny planet it was in great
danger of heing lost.
Feeling the nl!ed to act quickly, hI!
consulted with ll!ading obserVl!l'Sof
the minor planets section of thl!
Association of lunar and Planetary
Observers and received negativl!_
results .
Marsden was also busy tl!lephoning
a number of large observatories 011
the Wl!st Coast. But as of now, no
one else has rl!ported sighting thi!
object.
Now Hodgson is waiting for mOtl!
information but is not too hopdul
that it will be seen again. In ordl!r
to plot the orbit of the suPposl!d
minor planet, at least three obser-
vations are necessary. And if thl!
orbit is not plotted, thl! polllibll!
planet may be lost for dl!cades.
photo by Art .Qe ~E':r
